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“There are two ways of spreading light, be the candle or the mirror that reflects it.” – Edith 
Wharton 
 

In my time as an EP specialist I have had the pleasure of meeting and having relationships with some 
remarkable people in this industry. Some of them you know and some you don’t. There is one guy who 
specializes in dealing with clients in the ‘Rare air” end of the industry and does so with the greatest of ease; 
while another, who in his particular niche, is known and regarded for truly understanding how to make things 
happen for his respective well known clients. The final guy is at the pinnacle of HTP. He works with the 
Fortune 100, dignitaries and HNW individuals. He truly has a gift when it comes to EP (I’ll come back to that 
later). He is a no-nonsense, black and white EP specialist that gives it to you straight every time. I often have 
to think twice before asking a question as the answer will never be fluff and more than likely will not be the 
answer you expected, but will be what you need. I say all this because recently I had the pleasure of attending 
a private, invite-only symposium on detail leadership, but after having time to reflect, I believe it was more 
than that.  
 
I mentioned earlier that there was an individual had a gift for EP, but at this symposium he shared something 
richer than his gift. He allowed us to see behind the veil to take a glimpse into his EP mind and his philosophy 
of EP acquired from a life of experience. I now understand how he thinks from an EP standpoint and why his 
standard, and now mine, is so high when it comes to this craft.  
 
It starts with day one where after a few technicalities are handled we begin and while I can’t go into a lot of 
details, let’s just say there was a wakeup call for everyone in the room. There was one moment in particular 
where the instructor mentioned a few names of people that I recall from a former career that were referred to 
as “giants” and “global game changers” in their field. I knew this was going to be something special.  
This course was unique in that you were expected to have a firm grasp of EP basics and from there this course 
would build on the existing knowledge to form a complete picture. Where most courses focus on the X’s and 
O’s, this course was unique in that it focused on that and on the “why”. Why do we do it this way or that way? 
Why the advance man or woman should be in this position. Why a particular piece of information can make or 
break your detail before it even begins. Everyone always says, “Its chess not checkers.” But now my question 
is do you know why it’s chess -- I hope you have an answer because I do and I know five other guys that 
absolutely know the answer as well.  
 
From then on the information came hard and fast but not overwhelmingly; starting with the responsibilities 
and roles with both private sector and “official” terminology. With some surprises thrown in as well to 
stimulate deep and forward thinking, you would not come out of this the way you came in. From there it was 
the practical application of the information given in the classroom. This is where you could see the light bulb 
come on in everyone’s head. It’s not until you understand the duties of each position in a FULL detail and start 
to remove people from it that you get a sense of the complete weight of responsibilities that the individual 
specialist truly has. 
 
All this led to the LPE (Live Practical Evaluation). This was the culmination of everything set into practice. 
No strings and no net -- we were doing it live. After all was said and finished we received a hard earned “well 
done”. From this experience, knowledge was acquired and bonds were made. I know when the time comes 
these five other people can be placed anywhere in my detail and know “azackley” (had to be there) what to do.  
 
I tip my hat to the instructors for sharing their extensive knowledge and holding very little back, not to make 
money, (because for what was learned it could have been a lot more expensive), but to start the change in the 
industry. This change will reflect setting others up to be leaders, to pull others out of the mud, so that we as 
professionals and the industry can move forward in a positive direction and be seen for what we are truly 
worth. 


